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1.

Introduction

The advantages of using Doppler weather radar to
track and forecast mesoscale severe weather events are
widely recognized. With the use of the Next Generation
Radar (NEXRAD) Doppler network, meteorologists can
provide better information to the public, ultimately
saving lives and property, by remotely observing the
internal structure of thunderstorms at high resolution.
Despite the tremendous capabilities of NEXRAD, it is
unable to view much of the lower atmosphere (< 3 km
AGL) because of the Earth’s curvature and the distance
between radars. To completely understand and analyze
the atmosphere, especially convective thunderstorms,
the boundary-layer wind field is critical. To address this
problem and provide improved surveillance of severe
weather, a National Science Foundation Engineering
Research Center, the Center for Collaborative Adaptive
Sensing of the Atmosphere (CASA), was established in
2003 to develop low-cost, high spatial density and
dynamically adaptive networks of Doppler radars for
sensing the lower atmosphere (McLaughlin et al. 2005;
Brotzge et al. 2007). This project is a joint effort
between the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, the
University of Oklahoma, Colorado State University, and
the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez. The first
CASA test bed was deployed in Oklahoma and consists
of four scanning polarimetric Doppler radars located on
average 27 km apart with a radar range of 40 km. The
network was designed to maximize dual-Doppler wind
coverage and within certain parts of the network, triple
Doppler wind coverage is also available (Fig 1).
Data from four CASA radars and two WSR-88D
radars were collected in real-time during the spring of
last several years. Using radial wind and reflectivity
data from these CASA radars, along with NEXRAD,
Oklahoma Mesonet, satellite and conventional data,
some real-time data assimilation and forecast
experiments were performed at 400m and 1-km grid
resolution using the Advanced Regional Prediction
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System (ARPS; Xue et al. 2000, 2001) and ARPS Data
Analysis System (ADAS; Brewster, 2003a, b) in 2007
and ARPS 3DVAR data assimilation system since 2008
(Gao et al. 1999, 2004, 2005; Hu et al. 2006; Ge and
Gao 2007; Brewster et al. 2010; Schenkman et al. 2010).
These were run in near-real time using a local cluster of
Pentium4 Linux computers. Gao et al. (2008)
demonstrated a potentially significant benefit of CASA
radar to provide real-time low-level wind analysis, in
addition to the WSR-88Ds. However, due to constraints
associated with real-time analysis, problems remain
associated with the quality control during the analysis.
These problems have been addressed recently (Gao et
al. 2009).
In this paper, we will discuss several cases in
low-level wind analysis experiments during 2009. Our
purpose is to continuously demonstrate the importance
and usefulness of low-level wind analysis for CASA
radar network. Our major effort for the next several
years will be to provide reliable, real-time low-level
wind analysis product to end-users for improving severe
weather detection and prediction using data from the
CASA network together with other data sources.
Section 2 provides a brief description of experiments
and future work is discussed in Section 3.

Fig. 1. The 4-node CASA test bed in Oklahoma
–CASA radar network and analysis domain. (The
analysis domain is about 140X140 km).
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2.

Experiments

To provide the CASA end users, especially the
NWS forecasters, more useful wind products that can
help improve decision making, we performed real time
400m resolution low-level wind analyses in the spring
of 2009. These analyses integrated radial velocity data
from CASA and NEXRAD radars as well as other
sources of wind information. Based on the ARPS
3DVAR system, the analysis was able to take advantage
of dual or even triple Doppler velocity coverage in the
IP1 domain (Fig. 1). Compared to raw radial velocity
data, these analyses are much easier to use and interpret
by the end users, and are spatially and temporally much
more continuous.
This major effort provided much improved wind
products during spring 2009 because ARPS 3DVAR
analysis system allows for the combination of CASA
data with all available data sources, including
WSR-88D and mesonet data. A significant upgrade in
CASA radar data quality control also made to improve
the quality of analyses (Gao et al. 2009). The wind
analyses have been found very valuable by the
forecasters at the Hazard Weather Testbed (HWT) and
the products directly influenced the issuance of tornado
warnings in at least one instance. HWT forecasters
repeatedly pointed out that gridded wind analysis was
much more intuitive to use.
As in 2008, the ARPS 3DVAR was run on a
160x160 km grid at 400 m grid spacing that
encompasses the IP1 network and the surrounding

counties. In the spring of 2009, the analysis grid in the
vertical was upgraded to 10 physical model layers,
representing a physical extent to 10 km AGL. Multiple
processors on the OU OSCER supercomputer were
used. The wind analyses were performed every 5
minutes and they included CASA, WSR-88D radar data,
Oklahoma Mesonet and all other available observations,
together with the operational NAM model
analysis/forecast
background.
Compared
to
conventional dual-Doppler wind synthesis method, a
variational system is able to produce a useful analysis,
using all data available, even in regions where radial
velocity data are not available.
The high spatial and temporal resolutions of the
CASA radar data and the much improved low-level data
coverage provide an unprecedented opportunity for
producing detailed low-level wind analyses for
real-time warning and prediction applications in spring
of 2009. The following two examples especially
received very favorable reviews from the end users.
The first case occurred on 10 February 2009 when
convective cells at the tail end of a squall line moved
across the southern half of the CASA network (Figure
2). The formation of a small vortex can be identified
easily in real-time analyses. This small vortex
propagated along the squall line, and eventually
produced a tornado near Edmond/Ok area. The squall
line was passing the IP1 domain, and associated
updrafts embedded along the line were very evident
from our low-level analyses (not shown).

Figure 2. (left panel) Reflectivity observed by the CASA radars at 4:10 pm local daylight time, February 10, 2009,
showing a thin 'finger' of radar echo having a weak 'hook' at its tip (pointed to by the arrow), (middle panel) velocity
shear calculated from the radial velocity data from one of the CASA radars showing a heightened shear region
(bright color shading), and (right panel) the low-level 3DVAR wind analysis at 200-m resolution showing a
well-defined smaller-scale circulation centered on the strong-shear region. The reflectivity field is overlaid with the
winds.
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Figure 3. The total u-v wind vector, vertical vorticity (contours) and reflectivity (colored) at z=500m AGL
from 0210 UTC -0235 UTC 14, May, 2009 for the Anadarko, Oklahoma tornadic thunderstorm case.
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Figure 4. Real time display of low-level wind analyses for the Anadarko
tornado case using WDSS-II.
On 14 May 2009, an EF-2 tornado hit Anadarko,
OK. The strong damaging winds produced several
million dollars worth of damage, and two-thirds of the
town was without power for at least one day. Figure 3
shows the 25-minute evolution of low level wind fields
during the time period of tornado touchdown. At 0210
UTC (Figure 3a), a weak vortex was observed and this
alerted the forecasters that a possible strong vortex
could develop.
Five minutes later, the vortex became much
stronger (Figure 3b). This graphical information was
posted to the CAPS realtime analysis/forecasting
website, and was openly available to anyone, including
the county emergency managers, and CASA students
and scientists. At the HWT in Norman where the
analysis products were evaluated by the end-user group
together with the NWS forecasters, displays of the wind
analysis within the WDSS-II system developed by
National Severe Storms Laboratory were also available
(Figure 4). The NWS forecasters issued a tornado
warning immediately based on this and other
information. Even after the circulation in the storm was
weakened, very strong destructive winds were still
observed in the area which produced major damage to
this area (Figure 4, lower panels at 0240 and 0250
UTC). This case shows the value of the CASA radar

network and its low level wind analysis products.
3. Summary and future work
In this paper, we report the progress of a real-time,
low-level wind analysis enabled by CASA technology
and several case studies. Our major effort in the next few
years will be to provide a reliable and robust real-time
low-level wind analysis product to end-users for
improving the severe weather detection and prediction
using data from the CASA network together with other
data sources including the WSR-88D radar network.
In a related study, the analyzed winds from CASA
radar network were fed into a storm-scale numerical
weather prediction (NWP) model, through intermittent
assimilation cycles, at frequencies comparable to that of
volume scans. The impact of the wind observations on the
subsequent forecast of convective storms has been tested
(Brewster et al. 2010).
Our future work includes improving the timeliness,
quality and vertical extent of the wind analyses. We will
especially focus on further improving the efficiency of the
3DVAR program, and make the overall analysis program,
including QC, more robust.
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